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Successful Serging
A how-to manual for sewing beginners covers how to
choose and use equipment and materials, laying out
fabrics and patterns, and tricks and advice for cutting
and sewing.

Sew Many Gifts
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Start to Sew
Scraps never looked so good! This is improvisational
piecing reinvented—learn how to create a unique
piece of “made-fabric” in just 15 minutes with Victoria
Findlay Wolfe’s improvisational scrap-piecing
methods, then incorporate your made-fabric into
traditional quilt blocks. As you play, you’ll sharpen
your design skills and learn about combining colors
and prints in new ways…then watch your quilt design
emerge. Discover just how distinctive classic blocks
like Sawtooth Star or Flying Geese can be, when
they’re constructed with more spunk and spontaneity!
Includes 11 challenge exercises to strengthen your
creative muscles, plus an inspirational quilt gallery.

Sewing School ® 2
The ultimate sewing bible for beginners, students and
seasoned stitchers wanting to perfect their skills
Whether you want to make soft furnishings, clothing
or just do alterations this is the book that everyone
interested in sewing needs. Follow step-by-steps and
master every technique you’ll ever need; from
machine-stitching a buttonhole and attaching a collar,
to altering patterns and building a basic sewing kit.
Every hand and machine stitch and technique is
clearly shown and easy to follow, guiding you through
every move. Follow 25 stylish projects, for the home
and to wear, which will enable you to take your
sewing skills to perfection. Plus, get properly kitted
out; close up photographs of hand and machine tools
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show you the best equipment for the job and
guarantee you know exactly how to use it. Tucks,
pleats, hems, darts, edges, pockets, buttonholes, zips
– whatever you want to sew find out how.

How to Use a Tailor Professional Model
834 Sewing Machine
Sew 12 gorgeous bags and 12 matching purses with
this stylish, easy-to-use book This exciting new title
comes from bestselling author Debbie Shore, who was
awarded Designer of the Year in the Immediate Media
British Craft Awards 2017. This fantastic book
contains 24 projects: 12 bags and 12 matching
purses. Choose from flowery patchwork totes,
backpacks with faux leather detailing, clasp-top
clutches, cute floral messenger bags, practical folder
holders and a stylish business travel bag, all complete
with a matching purse. Each purse is made in the
same style and from the same fabric as its
corresponding bag - mix and match the bags and
purses or make yourself the pair. Each bag requires
no more than half a yard of outer fabric, plus all the
necessary hardware, trimmings and lining. All the
instructions you need are provided in Debbie's clear,
friendly style, along with inspiring, easy-to-follow
photography, and any templates required are
included at full size. There are also 8 QR code video
links, providing additional support and advice from
Debbie.

The Sewing Book
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Machine sewing for the absolute beginner, for under
ten dollars. Start to Sew is the perfect first book for
new sewers. Thorough instructions and step-by-step
photographs expertly guide beginners through the
basics of sewing. At a value price under ten dollars,
here is everything they need to get started, from
buying supplies to sewing a seam. Six projects teach
new skills, each project building on the next, while
creating a real dacor or fashion project. Whether the
goal is to teach a kid to sew, decorate your home,
figure out how to use your first sewing machine, or
experiment with a wonderfully creative craft, Start to
Sew makes sewing fun and successful from the start.
Creative Publishing international has also created
Sewing 101, Quilting 101, and Home Dacor Sewing
101, as well as the Singer Sewing Reference Library.

My First Sewing Book
In First Time Sewing with a Serger, sewing experts
Becky Hanson and Beth Baumgartel take you by the
hand and teach you everything you need to know to
sew with a serger, or overlock machine—a versatile
and speedy stitching tool. Start by learning how a
serger works, the many styles available, and the roles
of various parts and accessories. Get a detailed
overview of the variety of functional and decorative
stitches you can make, plus must-have threads, tools,
and notions. Next, familiarize yourself with how to
thread your serger, set the stitch size, and use it to
start and end seams, sew curves and corners, and
more. You'll use these essential skills to make the
nine fun, easy garment and home decor
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projects--skills you'll turn to again and again to create
your own professional-looking pieces!

Home Sweet Quilt
Explains which sewing-machine accessories to use
when , with the aim of saving time, creating beautiful
embellishments, working with difficult-to-handle
fabrics and much more. Original.

The Serger's Technique Bible
Even the best sewists will encounter problems, snags,
and little glitches in their work. Expert sewist and
author Nicole Vasbinder's Sewing Solutions is an
indispensable reference filled with invaluable advice
you can trust. Organized by stages, you'll find: •
Detailed advice for the sewing process, including pros
and cons, and basic considerations of working in each
step. • An easy-to-follow layout providing basic
information as well as step-by-step techniques for
making bias tape, sewing trims, buttonholes, zippers,
hems, and more. • Easy-tonavigate color-coded crossreferences available for quick referencing. •
Troubleshooting tips that advise how to deal with
every sewing situation. Whether choosing the right
tools, reading patterns correctly, or everything in
between, Sewing Solutions will prove to be an
essential sewing companion.

Quilty Fun
Kids can sew too! This inspiring guide includes 21 fun
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sewing projects for children ages 5 and up. With easyto-follow illustrated instructions and cut-out patterns,
young crafters will quickly be sewing up colorful
pillows, potholders, dolls, blankets, and more. These
kid-tested projects require only minimal supervision
and most can be made using simple hand stitches, so
no sewing machine is required. With plenty of
encouragement and helpful tips, Sewing School ®
helps young sewers develop their skills while sparking
a passion that will last a lifetime. Also available in this
series: Sewing School ® 2,Sewing School ® Fashion
Design, Sewing School ® Quilts, and Sewing School ®
Box Set.

Beginner's Guide to Quilting
Now in ebook for the first time ever! Sewing is as easy
as 1-2-3! In this creative teaching book, craft blogger
Ellen Luckett Baker offers a wholly unique approach
to sewing: she presents projects in groups of three,
each building on the techniques used in the project
before. Baker shows, for example, how to sew a
glasses case, then build on those skills to create a
zippered pouch, and from there, make a more
advanced cosmetics bag. There are 33 delightful
projects in all, ranging from clothing to decor and
accessories. This very special ebook includes easy-tofollow instructions, how-to illustrations, and
instructions for how to print the patterns, making it an
essential resource for beginning and intermediate
sewers alike.

1, 2, 3 Sew
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Learn how to make beautiful quilts with this
comprehensive guide to patchwork and quilting for
beginners. Covers all aspects of quilting from piecing
and applique to quilting and binding. Choose from 16
simple projects, each focusing on a different
technique, from bags and cushions to table mats, wall
hangings and bed quilts.Clear illustrations and stepby-step instructions accompany each project, making
them all suitable for even a complete novice. The
book also includes a quilting glossary explaining
common quilting and sewing terms.

15 minutes of Play -- Improvisational
Quilts
"Successful Serging" is a practical, at-your-fingertips
reference guide that contains hundreds of techniques
and tips for getting the most out of your serger.

Feet!
Children are introduced to the sewing machine and
basic sewing concepts.

WALK
25 fabulous, wearable garments from only 8 simple
patterns! Make a closetful of comfortable and easy goto garments without needing tons of patterns. You
need just the eight included basic templates which
show you how to fold and cut for each of the 25
unique designs. The patterns are easy and adaptable
with no-fuss sizing, so it's simple to sew clothes that
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are perfect for you. If you're a beginner sewer you'll
love the basic shapes and stylish results. Once you've
mastered the patterns you can get creative and make
each piece your own by using a variety of fabrics, or
by adding fashionable embellishments like a print
lining or contrast-stitching. Fill your wardrobe in no
time with these easy to make and wear garments.

Half Yard (TM) Bags and Purses
Quilters love the look of textural, detailed stitching
that adds to the beauty of the quilt top design. This
stitching is actually the "quilting" in quilting, and
many quilters feel that paying a professional for
machine quilting is one of their only options. The
walking foot is an accessory for sewing machines
that's often used for machine quilting, but many
quilters only use it to stitch around their designs. But
the walking foot can do so much more, and author
Jacquie Gering shows all of her tips, tricks and
techniques to master all of the skills needed to quilt
with a walking foot. This book covers the basics of
using the walking foot, in addition to preparing the
quilt, marking, managing large quilts, preventing
puckers and keeping lines straight. Chapters will
include a variety of types of walking -foot quilting,
including channel quilting, matchstick quilting, and
decorative stitch quilting. Quilters won't be limited to
straight line quilting, either! They'll learn how to quilt
spirals, simple curves, and marked curves like braids
and clamshells

First Time Sewing with a Serger
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Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating
back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely
scarce and increasingly expensive. We are
republishing these classic works in affordable, high
quality, modern editions, using the original text and
artwork.

Zulu Wedding
“There's nothing better than an author who's made all
the mistakes herself, has taught hundreds of others,
and writes with humor. Chris James fills the bill. This
beautiful book talks about knits, rolled hems, and
flatlocking. At the end is a trouble-shooting guide.The
close-up color photos make her text even more
understandable.highly recommended.”—The Creative
Machine. “The most comprehensive reference on
serging to date.”—Craft & Needlework Age.

Couture Sewing Techniques
Quilty Fun includes complete instructions for her
incredibly popular Bee in My Bonnet Row Along quilt,
along with 10 brand new coordinating projects! This
book is jam packed with over 100 pages of projects,
tips and inspiration to use all around your home, and
the book is spiral bound to last use after use.

Italian Literature in North America
Here are 35 brilliant projects that will help you learn
how to sew. If youâ€™ve never used a needle and
thread before, donâ€™t worryâ€”start with the
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â€˜Sewing Techniquesâ€™ section, which simply
explains how to do every stitch. Then pick something
to make from one of the four chapters. In the
â€˜Toysâ€™ chapter, youâ€™ll find juggling animals,
sock monsters and rag dolls, while in â€˜Fashion
Funâ€™, there are gorgeous bags, hair accessories
and more. Next, discover some brilliant
â€˜Decorationsâ€™â€”from hanging felt stars to
pretty lavender bags. Finally, â€˜Great Giftsâ€™ is
packed with ideas, such as the finger puppet cards,
felt egg cosies or the sausage dog draft excluder. All
the instructions and cute step-by-step artworks are
easy to follow; plus, each project has a grade so that
you can start with easy sewing and move onto using
more advanced stitches as you get better at it.

The Search for Peace
Give your home that Jillily look! Known for designs
that are pretty and fresh, Jill Finley, owner of Jillily
Studio, presents a terrific assortment of 12 all-new
quilt patterns for the whole house. Gift ideas abound!
Create everything from an inviting table runner to
dish towels, lap quilts, queen-size quilts, and pillows
Get beautiful results as you combine cotton or wool
appliqué with traditional patchwork quilts Explore a
range of projects easy enough for confident beginners
and appealing enough for experts

The Complete Serger Handbook
The best-selling authors of One-Yard Wonders are
back with an all-new collection of 101 sewing projects
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that each require just one yard of fabric! This time,
the projects are organized by fabric type. From home
dec to knits, wool to flannels, corduroy to cottons,
these patterns--contributed by popular sewing
bloggers and designers from across North
America--show how to make the most of each fabric’s
unique characteristics. Waterproof coated cottons are
perfect for a gym bag, wool makes a warm cap for the
outdoor enthusiast, knit jersey whips up quickly into a
ruffle scarf or sassy dress, corduroy makes a sturdy
farmers’ market tote, and lightweight cotton voile is
perfect for a little girl’s smocked sundress. Each
project is shown in a full-color photograph
accompanied by detailed step-by-step instructions,
illustrations, and a complete cutting layout.

Fabric-by-Fabric One-Yard Wonders
Using authoritative extracts from the relevant and
important sources at the time, this volume, originally
published in 1972, deals with the problems and
difficulties of maintaining peace in the world. The
control of the use of force remains the most
intractable, and yet the most important, problem in
international relations. Although the antagonists
change, antagonism appears to be almost an inherent
feature of inter-state relations and although global
conflict has been avoided for the past quarter of a
century, the risk is always present. The cost of such
anarchy in international relations, measured in terms
of human suffering and wastage of resources, is
appalling. In this book, Dr Bowett looks at the need
for peaceful settlement of international disputes, the
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peacekeeping role of the United Nations, aid to
developing countries and disarmament, and suggests
that the structure of international society based on
the Sovereign State could be modified to lessen the
risk of conflict. The extracts include statements by
Khrushchev, Mao Tse-Tung, Che Guevara, Dag
Hammarskjöld, U Thant, Ho Chi-Minh, and selections
from many national and international documents.

Postcolonial Europe
Machine-quilting pro Lori Kennedy has taught
hundreds of quilters how to start and, more
importantly, how to improve their machine quilting.
Now she's packed her vast knowledge, and more than
150 up-close photos, into 25 hands-on lessons you
can turn to anytime you need guidance. Each lesson
has a practice session and questions to help you
evaluate what worked and where you may need a bit
more practice. Whether you stitch your way through a
lesson a day or save them for weekend quilting time,
you'll soon be building skills and confidence, and
quilting your projects with ease. You'll learn: Why it's
important to start doodling (page 19) How to prevent
drag or resistance when quilting a big quilt (page 44)
When to mark, and ways to avoid marking pitfalls
(page 72) How to create focal points and contrast with
your quilting (page 116)

Sewing For Dummies
Stop right here--for the last, best word in buying,
maintaining, updating, and using your sewing
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machine! Get all the details you need, from what to
look for in a new machine, to what accessories will
help you complete a task, to all the experts' tricks of
the trade. This full-service guide--spiral-bound to
make it simple to use--covers every step of the
process. Close-up color photographs focus on every
item discussed, and show you every stitch--straight
stitch, zigzag, and variations, buttonholes, decorative
stitches, and more. See how to select needles and
thread, and add decorative touches to whatever you
sew. Bonus: a troubleshooting guide for every sewing
problem you'll face. 160 pages (all in color), 8 1/2 x
10. NEW IN PAPERBACK.

Singer Dressmaking Guide
Looks at a variety of animal feet, from big feet and
fast feet to cool feet and webbed feet.

Sewing Machine Fun
Feisty choreographer, Lou 'Lungile', will do anything
to avoid falling in love. Even more to avoid going
home to South Africa, where she's traditionally
engaged to a king. However, when she meets her
soulmate Tex she is forced to confront the tradition
she's been running away from. -- bookseller's
description.

Simple Modern Sewing
Every weaver weaves a rag rug--or two, or three. In
this long-awaited book, well-known weaver and
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teacher Tom Knisely shares his knowledge and
expertise in this collection of favorite rag rug
patterns.

Sewing Solutions
The most complete guide to sewing basics People are
always looking for ways to cut expenses and be
creative and stylish at the same time. Learning to sew
is a great way to arm yourself with the skills to repair
and create clothing and furnishings for yourself and
your family for little to no cost. But learning how to
sew and how to choose the tools and supplies to
begin sewing can be confusing. Now, you can turn to
this hands-on, friendly guide for the most up-to-date
information, the best techniques, and fun projects for
learning (or brushing up on) the art of sewing. Easy-tofollow instructions and step-by-step illustrations make
it easier to learn Fresh new patterns, projects,
stitches, and techniques for fashion and the home
Budget-conscious tips for breathing new life into
existing garments Complete with a section on
common sewing mistakes and how to avoid them,
Sewing For Dummies, 3rd edition gives you the
confidence and know-how to sew like a pro.

My First Machine Sewing Book
Postcolonial Europe: Comparative Reflections after
the Empires brings together scholars from across
disciplines to rethink European colonialism in the light
of its vanishing empires and the rise of new global
power structures.
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The Complete Sewing Machine Handbook
Christopher Robin is pulling on his great big
waterproof boots which means that an adventure is
about to happen! Join Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends
in this tactile board book with stimulating textures on
every page to engage babies and toddlers. The
nation's favourite teddy bear has been delighting
generations of children for 90 years. Milne's classic
children's stories - featuring Piglet, Eeyore and, of
course, Pooh himself - are both heart-warming and
funny, teaching lessons of friendship and reflecting
the power of a child's imagination like no other story
before or since. Pooh ranks alongside other beloved
character such as Paddington Bear, and Peter Rabbit
as an essential part of our literary heritage. Other
titles include: Winnie-the-Pooh: Hello Pooh, Hello You!
Mirror Book Winnie-the-Pooh: Goodnight Pooh a
bedtime peep-through book

The Sewing Machine Accessory Bible
Quick and easy, bright and delightful--these are gifts
you'll love to make and give! Whether it's for a
birthday, anniversary, home warming, or "just
because," you'll want to make these thrifty and nifty
gifts for every special occasion! Featuring a wide
variety of cheerful and colorful projects, including
home decor, bags, wearables, and more Fun,
functional, and fast gifts to give or keep, with
appealing designs for adults and youngsters Easily
customize each project with favorite colors and fabric
patterns for truly personalized gifts
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Marie Osmond's Heartfelt Giving
Create quilts with simple designs, strong lines, and a
modern aesthetic. With this innovative collection,
popular blogger and designer Julie Herman, the owner
of Jaybird Quilts, inspires you to create stunning
quilts--without borders! Choose from 15 easy quilt
patterns where design is the star and fabric is the
supporting actor Learn the structure of a borderless
quilt; explore various bindings and their effect on the
overall look See what can be done when color is used
in bold ways to support a borderless quilt design

S.E.W.
Provides information on getting the best use out of a
serger, including how to set up the machine, how to
edge fabrics quickly, and other techniques such as roll
hemming and flatlocking.

Pooh and Friends
A visual guide to your sewing machine, it's functions
& how to use them. This guide includes both easy to
understand instructions and photo references. You'll
learn about your machines' functions and how to use
them. Included are: threading diagrams, sewing with
a twin needle, stitch selections, troubleshooting,
servicing, sewing buttonholes, an attachment list and
more. Connie McCaffery refurbishes vintage sewing
machines and sells original vintage sewing machine
parts.
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25 Days to Better Machine Quilting
Nancy Zieman, the nation's most recognized and
revered sewing expert, teaches aspiring and
experienced embroiders everything they need to
know to master this craft. An easy-to-understand
tutorial explains the basics of machine embroidery,
and detailed photos and illustrations depict every step
of using these machines for top-notch results.
Readers will learn about what tools are needed, how
to organize the embroidery area, types of machines,
designs, templating/positioning, software, stabilizers,
hooping fabrics, trouble shooting and finishing
touches. The book also shows readers how to apply
those skills as they use machine embroidery to
embellish everything from hats and shirts to blankets
and towels. Easy-to-follow tutorial for beginners in
machine embroidery Features a glossary of common
terms Provides inspiration or moving beyond the
basics into more advanced projects

Weaving Rag Rugs
Marie Osmond shares her love of quilting and sewing
with step-by-step instructions for more than twenty
projects, including quilt, bags, aprons, and gifts for
babies, teens, friends, and pets.

Sewing School ®
For kids who have mastered hand sewing, machine
sewing opens up exciting new possibilities! Sewing
School ®2 offers 20 creative projects designed for
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children ages 7 and up, including cloth pencil cases,
purses, wall pockets, and even a fabric guitar.
Illustrated step-by-step instructions show kids how to
thread a sewing machine, select an appropriate
stitch, and choose fabrics and patterns that evoke
their own unique style. Suggestions for creative
variations open up endless possibilities for kids to
imaginatively personalize their fabric creations.

Skip the Borders
Sewers who have ever longed to create clothing with
the distinctive look of haute couture will love this
book. They'll learn the finer points of hand sewing,
shaping, and finishing for a high-end, professional
look. This book is for all sewing enthusiasts who
appreciate fine workmanship.

Machine Embroidery With Confidence
Introduces the sewing machine, explains how it
works, and suggests a variety of sewing projects for
beginners
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